
DENTAL
PLAN

Apple Family

Dental

Adult Membership

October 3, 2023 to December 16, 2024



Welcome
Are you ready to take charge of
your dental health and unlock a
dazzling smile? Look no further!
Apple Family Dental's Join the
Countdown Promo is an in-house
membership that provides
exclusive benefits and unbeatable
savings! We are thrilled to have
you with us as we celebrate this
moment together.



ADULT MEMBERSHIP

3 Professional Dental Cleanings  
Needed X-rays as determined by our Dentist
2 Exams 
Unlimited Consultations 
25% discount applied to Basic and Major
treatments (except for Zoom! and Invisalign)
The Join the Countdown promotional rate of $565
is locked in for life if renewals are consecutive
and uninterrupted. 

The full price of this membership is $750/year. 

The membership includes: 

(13-years-old and older)



This Year Only!This Year Only!



Terms of the JTC Promo
1. The JTC Memberships have a 14-month period, which lasts1. The JTC Memberships have a 14-month period, which lasts

from October 3, 2023 to December 16, 2024. The JTCfrom October 3, 2023 to December 16, 2024. The JTC
Membership period will only apply to the range listed above.Membership period will only apply to the range listed above.
From 2025 onward, memberships will resume their standardFrom 2025 onward, memberships will resume their standard

fees and last for 12 consecutive months.fees and last for 12 consecutive months.
  

2. The JTC Memberships are available for purchase until2. The JTC Memberships are available for purchase until
October 2, 2023 at midnight. Beginning on October 3, 2023,October 2, 2023 at midnight. Beginning on October 3, 2023,

memberships will resume their standard fees, offer standardmemberships will resume their standard fees, offer standard
services, and last for 12 consecutive months.services, and last for 12 consecutive months.

  
3. The needed X-rays will be determined by the Dentist, and3. The needed X-rays will be determined by the Dentist, and

shall be chosen in accordance to the clinical necessity of theshall be chosen in accordance to the clinical necessity of the
patient's case.patient's case.

  
4. The 25% Discount that is applied to all BASIC and MAJOR4. The 25% Discount that is applied to all BASIC and MAJOR
treatment will not include Zoom! Whitening or Invisalign, astreatment will not include Zoom! Whitening or Invisalign, as

these are two patented systems whose charges arethese are two patented systems whose charges are
controlled by their parent companies.controlled by their parent companies.

  
5. If the patient opts to renew membership in future years, the5. If the patient opts to renew membership in future years, the

JTC promotional fee will be honored in perpetuity if saidJTC promotional fee will be honored in perpetuity if said
renewals are consecutive and uninterrupted.renewals are consecutive and uninterrupted.  

  
6. 6. Treatment is not transferrable; only the named memberTreatment is not transferrable; only the named member

may redeem the benefits of JTC Promotional Plan.may redeem the benefits of JTC Promotional Plan.
  

77. JTC Membership cannot be exchanged for cash. The value. JTC Membership cannot be exchanged for cash. The value
of the JTC Membership can be held as in-house creditof the JTC Membership can be held as in-house credit

towards the patient's treatment in our offices.towards the patient's treatment in our offices.
  



We're Here to
Care for You

305-88-APPLE
applefamilydental@gmail.com

3695 NW 1st Street
Miami, FL 33125



You can always
find us online

applefamilydental.com

facebook.com/infodental305

instagram.com/infodental305

youtube.com/applefamilydental

twitter.com/AFDenMIA

linkedin.com/applefamilydental

tiktok.com/applefamilydental


